Pro Tips for Using Bitrex® – The Bitterest Stuff on Earth™

THIS DOCUMENT IS FOR USE IN EDUCATING NEW BITREX USERS ON THE EXTREME BITTER TASTE OF BITREX

THIS IS NOT A SDS – REFER TO SDS FOR ALL COMPLIANCE ISSUES

TO REDUCE (EXTREMELY) BITTER TASTE EXPOSURE:

1. Wear disposable gloves when handling.
2. Handle very carefully to avoid bitter taste.
3. Do not touch anything else before cleaning up.
4. If you experience a bitter taste, eat chocolate! This will help cut the taste.
5. Clean up by washing hands with soap & water.
6. If you get Bitrex on:
   - Your Hands - Rinse with 3% Hydrogen Peroxide to destroy the Bitrex.
   - Other Surfaces – Wipe down containers/items/surfaces with a solution of dilute bleach (per product label instructions) or 3% Hydrogen Peroxide to destroy the Bitrex.

What is Bitrex®?
Bitrex is an extremely bitter material with an over 60-year safety record in consumer products. Bitrex has been tested in over 5700 formulas. Products using Bitrex include liquid laundry packets, lead treatment paints, antifreeze, pesticides, nail care, toys, marker pens and even nail biting deterrents.

Regulated uses:
- FDA- use as ethanol denaturant used for cosmetics in US and 40+ other countries.
- State Laws: compliance antifreeze bittering agent laws.
- EPA- approved additive used to prevent pesticide ingestions.
- OSHA – required in respirator fit testing for nurses, firemen, first responders.
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